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branding
The graphic representation or symbol of a

company name, trademark, abbreviation, etc.,
often uniquely designed for ready recognition.



main street meats
Chattanooga South-Side butcher and charcuterie shop specializing in local products.



east e11even
Full-service advertising and marketing agency operating under the umbrella 
of the Chattanooga Publishing Company located at 400 East Eleventh Street.



man xpo
Large expo/event presented by the Chattanooga Times Free Press
celebrating all things manly.



beverage world
Largest selection of American and imported beer in the Chattanooga area.



power cushioned
Athletic sock brand.



harrison speed
Independent custom shop specializing in “hot rod” restoration and customization.



print advertising
“Doing business without advertising is like winking at a girl in the dark.

You know what you are doing, but nobody else does.”
—Stewart Henderson Britt, New York Herald-Tribune, October 30, 1956



jobs.timesfreepress.com
Self promotional advertising



utc vs. jacksonville
Grungy ad for a down and dirty rivalry game.



discount metal roofing
Grid designed magazine advertisement.



holiday sentiments
Self promotional holiday sentiments of the Chattanooga Times Free Press.



terminal brewhouse
“Public Service Announcement” ads illustrating food and beer pairings. 
I not only did design layout buy all food photography as well.



best of the best publication cover
20th Century Fox inspired design for tab cover of local “reader’s choice” awards for top area businesses. 
Not print advertising per se...



marketing campaign
Following is an example of a complete advertising and

marketing campaign of elements for a large event promotion.
This campaign is for an athletic competition taking place in

the downtown area of Chattanooga.



logo / branding
The event is presented by Get Out Chattanooga magazine and is called the Get Out Chattanooga Challenge. 
The branding identity is the first piece in the evolution of the entire campaign.



sales flyer
One of the first printed materials to kick off the event. The sales flyer clearly illustrates
the design direction that will be carried through the entire campaign.



print advertising
A series of print ads appear in newsprint and magazines. These are just a few.



posters
11” x 17” posters displayed throughout the Chattanooga area at local businesses.



social media
Graphics created to work with various forms of social media.



outdoor advertising
Billboards and sheet posters pop up throughout the Chattanooga area.



misc. marketing collateral
Several collateral pieces were created for day-of-race attendees and participants
including shirt designs, event maps,  stickers, award medals, race bibs, and more.



editorial design
I have had the opportunity to do some work in the realm of visual journalism...

Mostly in the way of individual “feature” articles and magazine cover design.
Here is a taste of some of my favorites.



irish hill
Opening spread. I also did photography and photo enhancement on this spread.



irish hill continued
Inside spread.



irish hill continued
Last page



yellow menace
Article about the dreaded yellow pollen that plagues the area every spring. 
I decided creatively to go with a campy B Horror movie approach.



20 under 40 cover
Every year, Chatter Magazine celebrates 20 of Chattanooga’s best and brightest under the age of 40. 
I went with a “most wanted” theme, and for the tri fold out cover, I did an investigative crime  board.



20 under 40 feature
The inside editorial was 20 pages long including the intro spread. The entire layout is set as a detective’s desk, and 
the featured 20 would be written about in rap sheets. All of the photos are taken like mug shots.



20 under 40 feature continued
All of the inside pages were photographed. Only the typography for the rap sheets was created in the design.
I’m only showing a couple of the 20 page spreads.



20 under 40 feature continued
This feature and cover won gold ADDYs.



garage gang
Feature story about Cross Fit and a guy who is doing it out of his garage… hence the title. I decided that the grungy hard edged 
diamond-plate was a good fit and went with it.



garage gang continued
Inside spread.



garage gang continued
Final spread.



illustration
I have a passion for WPA style illustration and design. 
I step it up by doing all of my illustrating in vectors.



Uwharrie Rover Expedition
Series of posters for a large Land Rover off road event held in North Carolina. Illustrations were made into posters and T-shirts.



Hike to Health
Series of posters I had created for health awareness event. I had done 2 of these per year for 3 years. Here are 2 samples.



FITS - Grand Tetons
Multiple year campaign for technical, outdoor hiking sock brand FITS. Ten national parks were chosen for the campaign. Each poster 
utilized a color scheme predetermined based on the yarns chosen for the socks they would be representing.



FITS - Olympic
Multiple year campaign for technical, outdoor hiking sock brand FITS. Ten national parks were chosen for the campaign. Each poster 
utilized a color scheme predetermined based on the yarns chosen for the socks they would be representing.



FITS - Rocky Mountains
Multiple year campaign for technical, outdoor hiking sock brand FITS. Ten national parks were chosen for the campaign. Each poster 
utilized a color scheme predetermined based on the yarns chosen for the socks they would be representing.



FITS - Smokys
Multiple year campaign for technical, outdoor hiking sock brand FITS. Ten national parks were chosen for the campaign. Each poster 
utilized a color scheme predetermined based on the yarns chosen for the socks they would be representing.



FITS - Voyageurs
Multiple year campaign for technical, outdoor hiking sock brand FITS. Ten national parks were chosen for the campaign. Each poster 
utilized a color scheme predetermined based on the yarns chosen for the socks they would be representing.



FITS - Yosemite
Multiple year campaign for technical, outdoor hiking sock brand FITS. Ten national parks were chosen for the campaign. Each poster 
utilized a color scheme predetermined based on the yarns chosen for the socks they would be representing.



FITS - Zion
Multiple year campaign for technical, outdoor hiking sock brand FITS. Ten national parks were chosen for the campaign. Each poster 
utilized a color scheme predetermined based on the yarns chosen for the socks they would be representing.



photography
I became a photographer so that I could yell at myself 

for not following my art direction.



BBQ
Still life and food are my best subjects for photography. This is an opener for a 20 page feature on BBQ joints (yea I said that) in 
Chattanooga. 



Cheer Leaders
Shot in studio with non-diffused stobes. The girls were lifted
from background and placed onto stock photo. Both shot im-
age and stock photo were heavily modified in post production.

Corky Coker
Shot with available light on location in large 
automobile museum. 



Modern Moms
Studio photo with 3 light set up on white infinity background.

Girl Power
Single strobe in studio on charcoal sweep.



Principles
Studio set with single strip strobe.

Naked
Shot in studio with 4-light arrangement. The models wore 
bathing suits that required removal in post. Magazine identity 
added in post as well as articles of clothing on floor.



BMW
Photo for tri-fold magazine cover utilizing only available light. Multiple exposure photo.



Service Companions
Once in a while I am treated with shooting non-humans. As rewarding as this is, it is equally as challenging. This was shot with 
2 strobes in a studio environment over a black sweep.



Terminal Retouch
Photo shoot for Terminal Brewhouse shot on location using speedlights. Extensive post production performed: Creating shallow depth  
of field, adding tattoos, reshooting model’s arm to add hand and forearm, altering model’s waistline, and more.



Karah
Shot on location. Diffusing natural light and adding fill with speedlights. Extensive post production to achieve high contrast, low 
saturation look for advertising creative campaign. Also includes blemish removeal (large bruise on leg) and adding swimsuit.



Memorial Day
Advertising photo shot with available light. A lot of post for this. Two shots: one for flagpole and flags and one for a new sky that would 
be needed for the final composite.



thankyou
I appreciate you taking the time to look over some of 

my best work over the last several years.


